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Abstract
As the demands for resources are increasing it need to use
proper technology and maximize the use of hardware and
software resources. As more companies are using virtual
machine rather classical infrastructure so there will be more
chances of attack on it. During the large amount of
workloads on the servers it need better fault tolerance and
load balancing schemas. Due to heavy use of server there
will be chance of DoS attack on the server. And server can’t
reply to legitimate user and it will reduce the all over
performance of the system. So making it more reliable and
secure virtual machine needs migration. During Virtual
machine migration on the network, the VMs are prone to
both active and passive attack. To avoid this issue, it is vital
to secure the migration process. We have surveyed and
analyzed the existing migration processes, their types and
phases. In addition to this, we also have analyzed the
existing solutions and their limitations. In this paper, we
have listed and discussed security issues during migration.

Introduction to Cloud Computing
According to National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST)” Cloud computing is a model for
enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared
pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management
effort or service provider interaction.” [4] As the demand of
resources are increasing dramatically people are starting
moving to the cloud services.
To use this cloud there are mainly three services are
available Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Services (IaaS). In SaaS all the
hardware and software is configure in the data center people
just need to use those software from their web browser. [2]
In PaaS cloud services provider will provide platform as
service. One of the platform for developing application is
install on cloud and people can direct access those platform
no need for installing those platform in physical system.
This will help to reduce the licenses cost of application and
provide more benefits of cloud. In IaaS cloud provider will
provide virtual machine to use. All the hardware resources

like storage, memory, CPU, network is configure in the data
center and people just need to use that machine. This will
help to maximize the use of hardware resources as client
side it will save cost of infrastructure.
For any small or medium scale business it need basic
resources like storage space, data Center, cooling
arrangement, CPU, networking components, IT support and
electricity. This all will cost a lot to install and manage to
reduce this cost of this, company can use the cloud service
for all the thing. This services are easy to configure and
managed and it will cost according to use. For license
software to purchase it will cost much so cloud will provide
those software as service and pay as use. The one who
provide all this cloud services it called as Cloud Service
Provider (CSP).
As cloud is popular more people are migrating to the
cloud and it will create more challenge to adapt this
technology. There are mainly two type of migrating happen
as local system to cloud and one cloud service provider to
another cloud service provider. People are migrating their
platform like.NET from local system to the cloud as it will
provide more benefits of cloud. This will reduce the license
cost of company and now more people can simultaneously
work on the same project and also provide mobility and full
availability.
Using infrastructure as a service it will allow to maximize
the use of hardware resources and can create multiple
Virtual Machines using Hypervisor. [1] Hypervisor is the
software that allow to maximize the use of hardware
resources and let multiple operating system install and run
on it. In certain situation like disaster, fault tolerance, load
balancing, virtual machine need to migrate from one host to
another or one service provider to another service provider.
To perform VM migrating there are mainly to approaches
use pre-copy and post-copy. In pre-copy it will main
machine first and then other memory content. And in postcopy it will copy memory content first and then main
machine. During this migration process it need better
security to prevent from different kind of attacks. To secure
VM migration it need to understand the security
requirements while migration. According to security
requirement it need to create framework for performing
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secure live VM migration. In this paper we have perform
survey on Migration process, security requirement during
migration and available frameworks for securing live VM
migration [1].

Cloud Migration
Cloud migration is the process of moving services from
local environment to the cloud environment or moving from
one cloud to another cloud. For Infrastructure it has Virtual
machine for services. While operating VM there are some
issue that occur like fault tolerance, load balancing,
availability issue, reliability and more. To overcome from
this kind of issue it need migration. That migration could be
from one host to another host with same service provider or
one cloud provider to another. This is one of the most
important service as cloud adoption ratio is increasing.

A. Motivation behind Migration
Broader reach:-As we are migrating from local to cloud
environment people are accessible to use the elastic nature of
cloud. In cloud there is no limitation of hardware resources
and computing power.
Easier mobile access:-Cloud is platform and device independent. It can be accessible form any device any operating
system from any place. People can access their services from
home office or from any other places.
Business agility and flexibility:-If some company want to
extend service for some pick hour they are able to use as
cloud has agility and as company wants to expand their services and uses they can manage more as cloud is flexible.
Improved security:-If customer is using public cloud and
want more security it can move to private cloud as it has
better security than public cloud. Customer can also take
backup of their personal data and let them secure on cloud.
Improved responsiveness:-As cloud is independent of
hardware and software installation people don’t need to install any of them. People can use the services as they required. In any computation task it will be quick as many
cloud system is working on it. So we can say that cloud is
more responsive.
Better analytics on application usage:-cloud is pooled of
resources and it will respond from that pool. For any analytics application it need more computation power, storage and
ram so if people using cloud for this work it will more effective and fast.

Improved availability:-Cloud services are available for
24/7 and for 365 days and it is managed by csp. Availability
is differ according to Different csp and SLA with csp. But
nowadays services are so reliable and it will working on zero
downtime.
Reduced and/or reallocated costs:-As people use cloud
infrastructure their hardware installation cost is reduce and it
will also managed by csp. For platform use it will reduce the
software licenses cost. For software as services people don’t
need to install the software on the system and can easily use
those services.

B. Types of cloud Migration [5] [6]
Replacement:-This type of cloud migration involves replacing one or more components to cloud. People are not
preferring this type cloud migration as it required to reconfigure the changes from one place to another. As two different cloud provider has different architecture so it need to
adjust those services. Using Amazon web services for virtual
machine in place of local system is an example.
Partial:-In partial migration its process of migrate some
application functionality to the cloud. For performing a particular task it will depend on one or more application layer in
architecture of cloud. If people are using two different cloud
services for performing one task. Using a combination of
google app engine and google mail for developing application it required email services is an example of partial migration.
Whole stack:-This is the actual example of cloud migration. In this type of cloud migration it will migrate the whole
stack of application from one cloud service provider to another. As we can migrating the whole encapsulated VM to
another and start it on other CSP so it’s not requires and type
of reconfiguration. People are preferring this type of cloud
migration when they need more compatible infrastructure for
their work. Using amazon web services EC2 instead of
OpenStack is an example of this.
Cloudify:-Cloudify means the fill cloud adaption. In this
type of migration all the function of application is adopting
cloud. Using infrastructure of cloud, platform application
and software form cloud for developing any application is an
example of cloudify.in this type of migration we are trying
to make cloud-native systems.
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C. Phase of Cloud Migration
To performing cloud migration we need to follow certain
steps to archive perfect migration. There are different phases
are there for making migration more effective.
Feasibility study:-Before planning for cloud migration it
need to perform feasibility study. In this part company will
try to identify that migration is financially and technically
feasible or not. They need to analysis the existing system for
that they need to collect data of working system and try to
understand the behavior of system. Company need to analysis the cost of migration according to their requirements so
that they can find that migration is feasible or not.
Requirement analysis & Planning:-In requirement analysis
Part Company need to identify what they need to migrate
and other requirements for that. In planning phase it need
detailed study of existing environment and component that
need to migrate. Once study is complete then it need to
know the total cost of migration.
Scheduling:-In scheduling phase it need to identify the
time when migration can possible. For that it need to understand the whole day process of company and chose the best
time when process of work is minimum that it will less affect people and system. So once time is identified then it can
be scheduled on that time.
Migration Execution: -This is the part where actual migration is performing. It is depending on which approach chose
for migration.in this part actual data is transmitted and pass
from one to another.

Figure 1. Phase of Cloud Migration
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Final Testing & Go Live: -Before system will start it
need final testing as it migrate properly or not. If its data
then it need to check its checksum for integrity that all data
is correctly migrated or not. Same for virtual machine migration it need to cross verification about data that transmitted.
Once all is tested and data are as it is so now it is able to go
live.
Pre-Migration:- This is the phase where simulation of migration is being performed and try to test the system that it is
ready for migration or not. It will also help to understand the
behavior of system during migration it something is not going correct then it can be changed before actual migration.
Monitoring & Maintenance:-Monitoring is important part
after migrating any system. Once we migrate the virtual machine and its working correctly but still it need monitoring
that it will not performing anonymously.

D. Approach of Migration
Non-live migration:-This is the simple and old technique
to perform migration. As name suggested this migration in
not live as the migration time period VM is not working. In
the non-live migration process VM is suspended before and
after the migration process. During the migration process
Memory, I/O devices, state of CPU register and disk is
moving to destination host. Once all the content from source
is moved to destination host then it will be resumed at
destination host [10]. But the problem with this approach is
it takes too higher downtime.
Pre-copy Live Migration:-In pre-copy migration memory
content are first copy to the destination machine but VM is
still running on the source machine. As VM is still running
so memory changes are there those changes called as dirty
pages. As dirty pages are generate it will transmitted to the
destination machine till threshold or remaining pages become less. After that VM is suspended at source machine
and coping to the destination [10]. Once all the content from
source is copied to destination source VM is destroyed. In
pre-copy downtime is less but all over it will take more time
as dirty pages are coping to destination machine [7].
Partial Live Migration:-in this type of migration only VM
image is copied to the destination host. And rest of part is
still at the source host. If any request come for memory access it will generate page fault. According to the need of
memory on destination side source will send those memory.
As this type of migration is useful when VM need to migrate
for small amount of time and after some time it will be resumed to the source. This type of migration are generally
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used when it need to maintain of service the server of any
physical system. This type of approach is preferred when
your system will be idle of long time.

Figure 2. Different Approaches of Migration [7]

Post-copy Live Migration:-In this migration approach first
it will pause the VM machine at source and copy all the current state of CPU register, disk and non-page able memory
to the destination machine and then resume the VM at the
destination machine. Now people are not able to access VM
from destination machine. But the problem with this is
someone is requesting memory which is not yet copies from
source to destination. Then it will generate page fault. This
page fault are redirected to the source page to resolve it. In
post copy single page is transmitted in network only one
when in pre-copy it will transmitted multiple time as dirty
pages are occurred [10]. Pre-copy contain the latest state of
the VM where in post-copy it need to wait for memory.
Failure of migration in post-copy leads to loss of VM state.
To reduce the page fault post-copy use pre-paging method
that make priority to memory that is most important and
coping them first [7].

1). Preparation time: Preparation time is called as
time taken between once it decide to perform the VM
migration to it starts transferring memory from source
to destination.

2). Downtime: The time when actual migration
happen where source transferring its VM to
destination and in between that time VM is
suspended.
3). Page transferred: For any approach time taken to
transfer all the memory page from source to
destination.
4). Total Migration time: The time taken by the whole
process from preparing for migration to the VM
resume to destination and all the memory is
transferred that time is called as Total Migration time.
5). Application Degradation: While performing
Migration there will be chance of degradation in
performance of application running on VM.

Wide-area Live Migration:-In wide area migration its
main goal is to perform migration remotely. For that it need
to establish the connectivity with the remote host. Rest of it
process is same as the pre-copy migration [7].

Security Issue in Different Cloud
Services Migration

E. Performance matrix of Migration

A. Migration in SaaS

To identify migration performance it need to consider
certain performance matrix like [16]:

While migrating to the SaaS service there are some threats
that can occurs. If someone is changing their business model
there will be some issue about loss of their control over
10
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cloud infrastructure. While using cloud service it need
browser to access. If that browser it vulnerable to attacks and
not provide better connection to cloud service then people
will not like to migrate those services to cloud. For that it
need better authentication mechanism, Secure APIs, encryption [3].
There are many attacks can be possible on SaaS migration. If the migration link is not properly secure then active
and passive attacks can be possible. For that it need better
encryption and hashing. Phishing attacks will also affect lot
on data as people get spam mail and then they migrate their
service to some fake cloud provider then their data will be
lost. If the URL is not proper configured then cross site
scripting can be possible and can perform Dos and buffer
overflow attack [3].
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it is not properly configured then there will be chances of
data leakages or data losses [3].
There are some attacks possible while migrating to PaaS.
If attacker send malicious link to the user and user follow
that link to migrate that PaaS then their data will be lost or
theft. So it need to prevent from the phishing attack. While
migrating platform through any browser there will be chance
of man-in-the-middle attack and attacker can take advantages of vulnerability in server or browser. In metadata
spoofing attack attacker try to spoof the metadata of your
application and will try to redirect you to wrong way [3].

C. Migration in IaaS
The main goal of IaaS is to maximize the use of hardware.
In IaaS cloud provider will provide Virtual machine to
customer as their requirement. For any small or large scale
company IT infrastructure is most important and costly too.
To reduce that hardware cost IaaS will be used as better
alternative. Company don’t need to invest in infrastructure
rather using cloud infrastructure as use benefits of it. This is
the best cloud service for use. As all the things are on the
cloud there will be no need of physical hardware, software to
install.
There are many companies are there who will provide
IaaS like GoGride, Google, Amazon, VMWare, Rackspace.
The main component of IaaS is the Virtual Machine. In virtual machine cloud provider will provide space, processor,
ram and graphics. Combination of this resources will create
a virtual machine in that data center and people can access
those machine from any device using compatible browser.
Customer need to pay as per they uses resources so it reduce
the total cost [2].

Figure 3. Different Cloud Services [1]

B. Migration in PaaS
There are many threat can be possible while migration to
the PaaS. While people are migrating to PaaS their recent
IDEs may need to reconfigure to the cloud so changing the
business model will create some issue. If authentication system is not stronger then outsider can abuse the system and
can theft our personal data and projects. While migration if

Once any Virtual machine is created due to some issue
like resource management, load balancing, expanding the
service, server failure, fault tolerance, availability and some
security issue Virtual Machine need to migrate. As discuss
earlier there are mainly two types of migration is there one
from local machine to cloud and another is one cloud VM to
another cloud. And there are mainly two types of migration
happen non-live migration and live migration. In non-live
migration the downtime is more and it affect the availability
of services so now people are moving to live migration.
Live VM migration:-In VM migration there will be two
type of migration can happen one can be inter cloud provider
like migrating VM from one VMWare host to another
VMWare host. In second type migrating VM from One
11
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cloud provider to another like Amazon to VMWare. This
two different type of migrating have different pros and cons.
As in inter cloud migration cloud provider is same so it more
reliable and fast. But in different cloud provider there are
some issue like their Architecture, policies, security, rates,
availability and Service level Agreement (SLA).
There are some threats can happen in IaaS like if customer
change their business model from one cloud provider to another then there will be chance of loss of control. Its cloud
provider responsibility to provide better authentication and
authorization other vise services will be abused and any malicious insider or outside and attack on the system. As many
customers are sharing the same hardware resources if one of
the virtual machine is compromised then there will be
chance of losing control on other virtual machines, so shared
technology will also create issue here [3].
There are some attacks possible on the IaaS like
DoS/DDoS in this type of attack attacker try to compromise
one of the VM and us that to compromise other VM, attacker can use zombie system to perform DoS attack on the VM
and make system down. Attacker can take advantages of
shared technologies as many VM share the same hardware
can perform service injection attack, VM Escape attack and
attacks on hypervisor. [3]
While migrating from source to destination it need better
communication channel and SSL need to be configure
properly otherwise attacker can perform man-in-the-middle
attack. If attacker is successful to spoof the metadata then
there will be possibility of abnormal behavior of system. If
attacker id performing phishing attack and generate fraud
link for migration and customer use that link to migration
then there will be chance of loss of data and loss of control.
If attacker is successful to install backdoor in system then
attacker can abuse the service later.
To prevent from this types of attack it need to follow certain steps:1). Try to identify the weakest link in the system
and try to harden it.
2). Use properly configured SSL connection to prevent form man-in-the-middle attack.
3). Use proper authentication and authorization
mechanism from preventing unauthorized use.
4). Isolation between VM’s is most important as
different VM are sharing the same hardware resources. And also need to properly secure the Hypervisor.
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To prevent IaaS from the different attack there are some
commercial solutions are available they are trying to harden
the security of IaaS. Before migrating to the any cloud service provider people need to review the security products
and tools offered by company and also need to understand
their policy and SLA.

Literature Survey
A. Security Requirements during Virtual
Machine migration
There are certain security need are there which should be
fill by available approaches like [8] [9]:Access Control:-While migration it need access control
policies that will help to reduce attack factor. Access control
is required otherwise unauthorized person can perform the
migration and it lead to loss.
Authentication:-Authentication is required during cloud migration otherwise malicious host will initiate the migration
and it lead to loss of VM. For authentication two hosts need
to establish the trust between them.
Non-Repudiation:-Migration process need to monitoring and
accounting properly otherwise there will be chance of repudiation from destination host.
Data Confidentiality:-VM’s data that is moving from one
host to another it need better encryption standard to provide
data confidentiality.
Communication security:-Communication links between two
host need to be secure as providing trust channel between
hosts and encryption. If links are not properly configured
then there will be chance of active and passive attack.
Data Integrity:-To verify that data at destination is same as
source data it need hashing to data and will provide data
integrity.
Availability:-VM need to available at either side while migration. DoS attack can be possible on VM that will affect
the availability of VM during migration.
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Privacy:-There are some important files are there in VM. If
any attack happen on VM so there will be chance of loss of
those confidential files.

B. Approaches for secure VM migration
There are many approaches are there who will try to fulfil
certain security requirements. But there are still some security issues are there [8] [9].
Isolate Migration network VLAN:-In this approach it will
try to isolate the migration traffic from the regular network
traffic to provide security during live VM migration [8]. For
that it will create virtual LAN in the network and pass all the
migration traffic through that. From doing this it will secure
migration transmission secure as it isolate from the regular
traffic and secure from many attacks [14]. The drawback of
this approach is that it will only differentiate migration traffic from the network traffic this will create overhead to administrative cost. It also create complexity for configuration,
maintaining virtual machines, managing growth and troubleshooting. [11].
Network Security Engine-Hypervisor (NSE-H) and CoM
framework:-In this approach it will try to extend the hypervisor by adding IDS/IPS, firewall for protecting against attacks in virtual network [8] [9]. It also consists of Security
Context Migration Agent (SCMA) will create dedicated
channel then encapsulate all the VM security data and then
send it. Network Security Engine (NSE) has state-full firewall it will provide intelligent packet filtering. Virtual Machine Migration Agent (VMMA) perform the transmission
of encapsulated VM to the destination hypervisor via dedicated channel. Live Migration Coordinator (LMC) help to
perform the parallel migration task with collaboration of
another hypervisor [16]. The drawback of this approach is
that it don't fulfill any security requirements [11].
Role Based Migration:-In this approach it use Intel Vpro
technology and TPM hardware. It will provide the seal storage to secure OS and private keys. In this service it will
work on role based policies and storing private keys using
this private keys it will encrypt the data for trusting OS. In
migration services it will first send request to remote system
to check whether it reach to certain security requirements.
For attention process it contain attention services which help
to cryptographically identify remote hypervisor. In policy
services module it will manage the all role based polices. In
secure hypervisor it will provide runtime management for
guest OS [11] [21]. The drawback of this approach is that it
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don't compatible with current Infrastructure and it don't support Live Virtual machine migration.
Secure VM-TPM:-In this approach first it will authenticate two parties by vTPM key hierarchy and established the
secure communication channel. Then it will verify the remote system using hash MAC for providing integrity. Once
it complete then it will encrypt the whole memory and transfer the VM [13] [20]. As it will fulfill most of the security
requirements but it don't support the Live VM migration.
Improved Secure VM-TPM:-To overcome some limitation
of VM-TPM approach this approach comes in the picture
[8]. In this approach it will established the trusted communication channel and secure transfer of data. Once both parties
are authenticated each other than secure communication
channel established. And then it will verify the integrity of
system and exchange the hash and key using DH key. Once
all done then it will encrypt all data and transfer from source
to destination [12]. This approach will fulfill many security
requirement but like VM-TPM approach this don't support
Live VM migration.
VM mobility using SSH tunnel:-In this technique it
consists inter cloud proxies, using this proxies it will
migrate. First it will get two proxy for both source and
destination and then it will to make SSH tunnel between
those two proxies. This will help to hide original IP of
source and destination [16]. The drawback of this approach
is that it required port forwarding on firewall and not
supporting authorization [8].
Trusted Cloud Security Level (TCSL):- In this approach it
contains policies for customize zones. It contains the logical
set of VM's and isolate them according to its security
requirements [8]. Each trusted zone has different level of
security and managed by Reliable Migration Module
(RMM). It also provide Cloud Security management,
waiting queues, Central security management and security
attributes [16] [19]. The drawback of the system is that it
don’t provide any security requirement and can't fit with
existing cloud system.
RSA with SSL:-In this approach it will first perform the
load balancing on source host and then perform authentication and encryption suing RSA and SSL [8]. Then it can
perform any approach like post or pre copy [16] [17]. The
limitation of this approach is that it will create difficulty for
managing public key for all hypervisor.

Trusted Token Based Migration:-The main goal of this
approach is to create trust between hosts. It contain imple13
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mented migration policy, set policies and audit migration
components [8]. Once trust is established between two host
then it will use TPM-based for encryption [21] [22]. The
limitation of this approach is that when many user want trust
then it will be complex for it. As it use TPM so it contain
many loopholes and it don't support Live VM migration.
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live migration security it's security guard will provide security, it also provide security to the Meta data as process Identification and key management, also provide encryption and
decryption during migration [18]. It don't provide authorization and authentication and also it create overhead to CPU.

Parallel Array of Linux Machines (PALM):- This approach
is also called as VMM enforced protection system. For encryption key it uses CHAOS [8]. It has three module as for

Figure 4. Comparison of different approaches

The Live Migration Defense Framework (LMDF):- As all
the data center are placed at different geographical location
there will be chance of data loss and then it will against
some policies [9]. To overcome this type of problem in this
approach it detect the migration and slow down it for providing the integrity and confidentiality to it. The main goal of
this approach is that it will prevent it before rather than after
threat occur [15]. There will be no access control policies
and it can’t detect any attacks.

Summary
All the three cloud services has different way of working
so they need different kind of security. In SaaS end-user
don’t know anything about backend infrastructure like operating system, type of server and other components used by
service provider. User can only use that services from their
browser and its platform independent. So most of the attacks
on this type of services are browser based attacks. So reduce
the risk factor of this type of attack browser needs to enhance their security and aware about latest vulnerabilities. In
PaaS end-user only manage the application and data and rest
of the infrastructure will be manage by the service provider.
So here it need application and data security. In IaaS enduser can managed Application, data, middleware and OS and
rest of hardware infrastructure will be managed by service
provider. So here it need more security as more components

are there to manage by the end-user. Many attacks are possible on OS, hypervisor, virtual machine.
In Virtual machine migration when it migrate from one
host to another host then it need to pass through the network.
As network is open to another user there will be chance of
both active and passive attack on the VM. In passive attack
attacker can capture the traffic passing through the network
as there will be no such encryption of VM and its data. So
there will be chance of breaching privacy. In active attack
attacker try to perform Man-in-the-middle attack and your
VM is migrated to some different host rather selected one.
So connecting link between two hosts are not safe. There are
many frameworks are there for provide security during that
link but somehow they can’t reach to certain requirements.
This type of security framework or tools need to enhance
or adapt new solution to improve the security during the
migration. In future we will study more on existing solution
available for securing cloud migration. And try to enhance
them by creating hybrid solution or new approach.
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